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Breach management in a 

privacy-centric world

A data breach is any incident that exposes sensitive and personal information (e.g., social security
numbers, driver’s license numbers, or financial account numbers) to unauthorized users. Data breaches
can cause adverse legal, financial, and business impact on organizations. Individuals or entities whose
information was compromised could also be negatively impacted. Organizations use several cybersecurity
frameworks such as CIS 20, ISO, NIST etc to manage and reduce the risk of data breaches.

One of the key requirements in security and privacy regulations is to effectively respond to a data breach
and notify appropriate entities (both authorities and impacted individuals). A robust data breach response
plan

can

reduce

negative

impact

&

potential

liabilities

associated

with

the

breach.

In

addition,

organizations can learn about their security gaps and improve their security posture to reduce the risk of
future breaches.


Data breaches can cause major financial impact to organizations. According to the Identity Theft Resource
Center,

there

have

been

a

combined

compromised, in the last 15 years.

11,828

reported

data

breach

incidents

with

1.75B

records

For example, in May 2019, a credit bureau in the U.S. reported that a

single cybersecurity incident ended up costing the company $1.4 billion. Since 2014, another major U.S.
retailer has paid $200M in fines and settlements due to a data breach that involved credit card numbers
and email addresses. 


Annual number of data breaches and exposed records in the United States from 2005

to 1st half 2020 (in millions)
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Global Data Breach
Notification Requirements 

Privacy regulations require organizations to take reasonable security measures to protect
user data, notify users & regulators in case of a data breach, and mitigate the impact of a
breach through cure provisions. Cure provisions are services or offers to impacted
individuals to mitigate any personal harm that could be caused by the breach.
Organizations can be subject to financial and legal liabilities if they fail to detect data
breaches, notify authorities and impacted individuals, or provide cure provisions to
impacted individuals. Therefore, it is essential for companies to ensure their data breach
management plan is effective & compliant with global laws and regulations.

The key challenge to address data breach notification requirements is that an
organization may need to comply with several privacy regulations. Each regulation has
unique requirements for breach assessment, notification deadlines, financial penalties
etc. Navigating multiple regulatory requirements as they change can be time-consuming
and resource intensive.
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Global Breach Notification Laws Heatmap

This map shows which countries have Strict, Regulated, or Lenient Data Breach Laws.

Heatmap
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Strict

Several fines/penalties due to data breaches

Regulated

No instances of fines and penalties but legal framework exists

Lenient

No notifcation requirements or instances of fines and penalties
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Breach Notification Requirements by
Country/Region*

fi

j

In the table below, we have highlighted the current state of breach noti cation requirements across ma or
regulations:


Region/Country and

What’s considered a

Conditions To Notify

Notification

Notification

Regulation Name

personal data breach?

Users/Authorities

required?

timelines

A breach of security

If the incident puts the rights

Impacted

72 hours for

leading to the accidental

and freedoms of users at risk,

Users: Yes.



notifying the

or unlawful loss,

organizations must notify the

alteration, or

authorities. The organization

unauthorized access to,

must also notify impacted

without undue

personal data.

users if they are at high risk.



delay for

EU 



General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) 


regulatory
Authorities: Yes

authority and

notifying the

2016

user(s).

More Details

If there is reasonable belief

Impacted

As soon as

to, or loss alteration of

/

that the breach has caused

Users: Yes.



practicable.

personal information.



serious harm to an a ected

Any unauthorized access

ff

individual or a group of

New Zealand 



Authorities: Ye

s


More Details

individuals or is likely to do so.

An unauthorized access

Security incident(s) that may

Impacted

Within a

to, or destruction, loss,

result in any relevant risk need

Users: Yes.



reasonable

alteration,

to be noti ed to impacted

communication, or any

users and the Autoridade

type of improper or

Nacional de Prote

unlawful processing of

Dados (ANPD).

Privacy Act 

2020


Brazil


Lei Geral de Proteção
de Dados Pessoais

L

)


fi

period.
Authorities: Ye

ção de

s


personal data.

( GPD

8

201

Australia 



An eligible data breach

If the eligible data breach is

Impacted

As soon as

occurs when personal

likely to result in serious harm

Users: Yes.



practicable

information held by an

to any individuals whose data

organisation is lost or

is compromised.

j

Authorities: Ye

s


sub ected to unauthorized
Privacy Act 


988

access or disclosure.

1
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Region/Country and

What’s considered a

Conditions To Notify

Notification

Notification

Regulation Name

personal data breach?

Users/Authorities

required?

timelines

An unauthorized

If the unencrypted personal

Impacted

Within the most

acquisition of

information of the consumer is

Users: Yes.



expedient time

computerized data about

breached or encryption key is

an individual that

compromised in case of

compromises the security,

encrypted data breach.

U.S.

California



California Consumer
Privacy Act 



(CCPA)


possible.
Authorities: Yes



confidentiality, or

Only if the

integrity of personal

personal

information maintained by

information of

a person or business or

more than 500

state agency.



Californian

2018

residents is
believed to

More Details

have been
leaked

Canada 



Personal Information
Protection and

Electronic Documents

The unauthorized access/

Notify all individuals if it is

Impacted

As soon as

disclosure or loss of

reasonable to believe the

Users: Yes.



feasible.

personal information

breach creates a real risk of

resulting from a breach of

significant harm to an

Authorities:

an organization s security

individual.

Yes.


The impacted individuals must

Impacted

As soon as

be notified of the data breach.

Users: Yes.



reasonably

’

safeguards, or from a
failure to establish those
safeguards.

Act 



E
2001


(PIP DA)


A security compromise,

where it is reasonable to
believe that the personal
South Africa



information of a user has

Authorities: Ye

s


possible

been accessed or
Protection of Personal

acquired by any

Information Act 



unauthorized person.

)



(POPIA

3


201

*The information contained above is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as legal advice on any matter. The content and interpretation of the law addressed
above is subject to revision.

For more details on global privacy regulations,
please visit our Knowledge Center.
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The 6-Step Method to managing 

Data Breaches

To manage data breaches, companies need a comprehensive Data Breach Management program. Put
simply, it is a set of activities that enable companies to deal with the aftermath of data breaches. Data
breach experts recommend the following steps:


1. Formulate a data breach response plan - A clearly defined plan to follow
after a data breach. This should be a how-to guide on alerting the relevant
authorities, impacted customers, and all other stakeholders within the
legally allotted time.


2. Inform all stakeholders - Inform them about all the necessary details that
may impact them. Transparency is essential to preserving brand reputation,
and gives a positive impression of the company.



3. Contain the data breach promptly - Limit internet access, disable remote
access, remove non-critical user access, restrict traffic to essential servers
only, and document the entire breach. 




4. Preserve all evidence of the data breach - Involve the right
employees/contractors, teams, organizations, and start the investigation as
soon as possible. A comprehensive investigation takes time, but the
learnings are crucial to prevent similar intrusions in the future.


5.Investigate

the incident - fix any remaining breaches, and implement a

robust breach management system that enables your company to automate
the entire breach management process.


6. Learn from the incident - Conduct a root cause analysis of the incident to
identify an exact cause, review and implement stronger security policies,
document your findings and keep your sta

ff

trained on the latest data

security developments to reduce the risk of future incidents.
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How does Securiti help automate Data
Breach Management? 

Securiti’s

Data

Breach

Management

provides

a

complete

workflow

to

manage

the

entire

breach

management lifecycle. It comes integrated with other product modules to provide out-of-the-box
automation for various aspects of breach management.

Securiti

offers

an

automated

and

integrated

approach

to

Data

Breach

Management

that

helps

organizations comply with various data breach requirements. It has three components. 



Global data Breach Management

SENSITIVE DATA

INTELLIGENCE

DATA BREACH


PRIVACY


WORKBENCH

RESEARCH

GLOBAL DATA

BREACH MANAGEMENT

& COMPLIANCE
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Data Breach Workbench
With a Data Breach workbench, organizations can centralize & collect all incoming breach requests on an
internal privacy portal. The privacy officers can use the workbench to manage the entire lifecycle of a data
breach that includes the following stages: 


Analyze - Use built-in risk assessments to qualify
a breach and its potential impact. Access privacy
research to determine penalties and notification
guidelines

Detect - Use Sensitive Data

Remediate - Perform root cause

Intelligence to identify impacted data,

analysis and implement required

owners, and their jurisdictions

remediations

Verify - Review & gather incident

Notify - Inform regulators, authorities,

details. Track deadline. Assign

and individuals via appropriate

owners

methods

Complete - Document, report, and
maintain audit trails associated with
incidents.

Sensitive Data Intelligence
With Sensitive Data Intelligence, administrators can identify what data was compromised and whose data
it was. Sensitive Data Intelligence provides the ability to automatically discover hundreds of sensitive data
attributes stored in any on-premises or cloud-based data and use People Data
their owners.
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Graph to link the data with

You can learn more about Sensitive Data Intelligence here.
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Privacy Research
A Data Breach Management program isn’t complete without relevant knowledge about international laws
and regulations. With Securiti's Data Breach Management module, organizations can use built-in research
data to identify notification requirements, exceptions, and cure provisions. Based on who is impacted and
the nature of the data breach, the relevant information is automatically exposed to incident managers.  



Securiti’s Data Breach Management module is an end-to-end solution for your entire incident response
lifecycle. Key features include:

Self-service portal for internal users to report incidents and data breaches. 

Complete workbench to automate incident response, assign responsibilities, and prevent PI sprawl

Assessment templates to gather details about an incident & identify the risk levels of a breach. 

Automated identification of impacted data and users 

Built-in legal research with notification guidelines 
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Benefits

Reduce complexity by centrally managing/tracking incidents 

A central privacy portal provides any user an opportunity to report an
incident. All incidents are centralized and can be tracked to ensure there is
appropriate remediation & response.

Reduce risk of fines/penalties with timely notifications
In a typical data breach management process, organizations may take weeks
to identify impacted users and their data. However, with Securiti’s Data
Breach Management, administrators can identify affected users within hours.

Improve your privacy office productivity
Using our in-built legal research, privacy officers get access to regulation
specific notification guidelines helping your team navigate complex breach
notification process with ease.

Meet audit and compliance requirements

Maintain centralized audit trails of how the incident was managed and
remediated to meet audit and regulatory requirements.

Watch a Demo here
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Learn about 


Breach 

Management
Sign up for a Demo
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Contact us
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